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On almos~ primes of the second order 

by 

H.J.A. Duparc 

Introduction. The well-known theorem of Fermat states that for 

primes p one has aP-'1= '1 (mod p), pr·ovi.ded P{ a. There exist also 

composite numbers m which satisfy the relation am- 1= 1 (mod m), either 

for some value of a (for instance a=2; Poulet numbers) or for all a 

with (a,m)='1 (Carmichael numbers). 

If one possesses a table of all Poulet numbers up to a certain 

limit, then one may conclude that an integer m below this limit is 

prime if and only if mj2m-'1_1 and m does not occur in the table. This 

procedure may be formulated in a slightly different way, which may 

give suggestions for other ways of investigating primality of a 

positive integer m. One considers the linear recurring first order 

sequence defined by 

(n =:: 0.,'1., ... ) 

and finds out whether its period mod m does or does not divide m-1. 

Now a generalization suggests itself. Instead of considering 

linear recurring sequences of the first order one takes such sequences 

of the second order. Then one finds out whether a certain property of 

its elements, valid for primes p, holds for the integer m under 

consideration. Once the composite numbers which also satisfy that 

property are tabulated, a new test on primality is obtained. 

Now consider a second order recurring sequence defined by 

( 1) u = o, u,,, = 1, 
0 I 

u = au + bun n+2 n+'1 (n = 0:,'1, ... ) . 

') 
Introducing the cHscriminant D = ac+4b of its characteristic polynomial 

f(x)=x 2-ax-b one has foe a prime p with p.,j-'b the following properties 

A. u = 0 (mod p); D -p-(-) p 

B. V = a (mod p); p 

C . up 
D = (p) (mod p). 

Here v is an element of the associated recurring sequence defined by n 



2J 

if 

if 

:if 

V =2, 
0 

V ,,=a, v n +2=av n+1 +bv n ( n = 0 , 1 , • • .• ) • 

In order to prove these relations th~ following properties are used 

= An(x) == xn A0 (x) = xn (mod x2-ax-b) 
1) 

xun +bun-'1 

(D) = 1, then 2 ) xP- 1 ::1 (modd x2 -ax-b,p); p 

(D) = -1, then 3 ) xp+1:::,;. -b (modd x2-ax-b,p); p 

(:)) o, then 3) xPs½b (modd 2 = x -ax-b,p); p 

(n = 0,1, ... ). 

~he last relation follows from the fact that it holds obviously for 
~~o and n=1 and that the sequences (u) and (v) satisfy the same 
·~currence relation. 

From these properties in the case (~)=1 one derives 

1 2 . 
"'==.xP- ==.AP_ 1 (x) = xup_ 1+bup_ 2 (modd x -ax-b,p), 

~hus up_ 1 =C (mod p), bup_2 ;s1 (mod p), hence ups1 (mod p) and the 
:::;J.ations A,3 and C follow immediately in this case. In the case 
·D· r;= -1 one ~erives similarly 

-b:i.:.xp+'1 = Ap+1(x) = xup+1+bup (modd x2-ax-b,p), 

':T1JA up+'1=0 ("1od p), up;a-1 (mod p), whence again the relations A, B 
and C follow in~ediately. Finally in the case (~)=0 one has 

ibaxP=Ap(x) = xu +bu 1 (modd x2-ax-b,p), p p-

thus u 1 =-½ (m<:d p), u •0 (mod p), whence also here the relations A, p- p 
Band C follow easily. 

Composite nu:1bers M which satisfy at least one of the three 
::,=:lat ions A ,B and -~ will be called second order a lrnost-primes. Simple 
..:xamples may show th1t a composite number satisfying one of these 
relations does not necessarily satisfy the others. Hence three kinds 
~f second order almost-primes can be distinguished. 

1) Confer for instance H.~.A. Duparc, Periodicity properties of 
recurring sequences II, Proc.Kon.Ned.Ak.v.Wetensch. A 57 (1954), 
473-485; theorem 30. 

2) H.J.A. Duparc, Loe.cit. theorem 36. 
3; H.J.A. Duparc, Loe.cit. theorem 37. 



In section 1 the second order almost-primes of the types A,B and 
C will be considered successively. Section 2 is devoted to a special 

second order sequence, the sequence of Fibonacci. Properties of the 
c1lmost primes with· respect to this sequence are derived. Further a 

table of all the almost primes of the type B which are < 555200 is 
given. It was a suggestion of van der Poel to tabulate these numbers 

in order to obtain a new test on primality. Moreover it will be proved 

that with respect to the sequence of Fibonacci there exist infinitely 

many almost primes of each of the types A,B and C. In section 3 it will 

be investigated whether there exist composite numbers M which satisfy 
one of the three relations A, B or C for all second order sequences (1) 
with (M,b)=1. These numbers will be called second order Carmichael 
numbers. It will appear that there are no such numbers of the kinds A 
and C, whereas a characterization of those of the kind B will be given. 

Unfortunately the author was unable to prove or disprove the existence 
of such numbers. 

Section 1. Second order almost-primes. 

Let M = prm = pm' (with p pr1me, 2fp, r+m, r~1) be a composite 
number satisfying the relation A for a fixed given sequence (1). Then 
one has pr/ M / uk for k==M-(~) and moreover by a property of recurring 
sequences 4 ) one has pr/ u1 with h=pr- 1 (p-(~)). Now by a property of 

1 D P I D rl the symbol of Jacobian has k=mh+jC-) where j=m -(=r), hence p uj. 
r\ r/ P r/m Gonversely p ruj leads top uk on account of p ·uh.This proves the 

following criterium for second order almost-primes of the kind A. 
r 1 r 

Theorem. An integer M=p 1 •.. ps 8 (where p1 , ••• ,p8 are different 
primes) satisfies Miu D if and only if 

l M-(M) 

p!O"r<>/uj , where ji, =Mo--(~), Mo-"" M 
G"" er P<r-

(o-= 1, ... ,s). 

Application. An integer M=pq (where p and q are different primes) 

satisfies M/uM-(~) if and only if 

plu D , 
q-(.:'.-) q 

q{u D . 
p-(-) p 

Now second order almost-primes of the type B will be considered. 

Here the following important relation will be used 

4) H.J.A. Duparc, Loe.cit. theorem 33. 



'3) vh-vk = Du½ ( h+k) lJ½ ( h-k) - vk { 1-(-brl(h-k) 1 

= v½(h+k) v½(h-k) - vk t·1+(-b)½(h--k)} 

The proof of (3) runs as follows. From the identity 

( 2) n _ ( 2 \ x =U x + bu ..., mod x -ax-~b.J n n-- 1 

one derives replacing x by a-x 

2 ' ( mod x - a x-- b ; , 

hence by subtraction of there relations 

(4) 
0 

(mod xc·-Jx-b) 

and by addition of them 

Then from v =bu 1+u L..., = au +2bu ..., cne obtains 
D D- Y1•r I rJ n- I 

/ 5) (mod x 2-nx-b). 

Another proof of the relations (4) and (5) can ~e given by mathematical 

induction on n. Now (3) may be found by straight forward substitution 

of the results(!~) and (5) using also the relations x(a-x)ij;,-b(mod x 2-ax-b) 

and (2x-a) 2eD(mod x2-ax-b). It may here be remcrked that a further 
important relations to be usPd later, 

can be proved in entirely thn s8mP wav. 

HcmDrk. The relations (3) and (6) with k=1 are also given by D. Jarden, 

F'a c toriza t ion formulae for num:)er'f.l of i': 1:;o.;o c '...::. 1 :3 2r:;quence dee rea sed or 
·· a b •·t R. L t s (19r:.,.,,) c:·s 1-a :L11cricsse y a uni·~ :Lv. ema - . . _;, .• :J ·-:J • 

Now let M=prm=pm 1 (with 

the type B. Then for h=M and 

p,r m) be a second order almost prime of 

k=m 1 in the case 1 - bJ\,=1 the relation \ p 
l r-1 ( ) 

\1 .-h11 •1 P p-'1 :::::_. 1 (mod r) hence . p , 
l , . 

(-b) 2 (M-mt) == 1 (mod pr), and the 

:e 7.ation (3) yield 

'7 



s 

) == +1 one has 5 ) u_21 (M-mr )= u == 0 (mod pr)., 
½Pr-1 ( p-1 )m 

) == -1 one has 5 ) u u -=O (mod pr) 
½ (.M+m r ) = ½ p r-1 ( p + 1 ) m i 

:f (Dp)==O, one has 5) p/D and moreover u..1-(M-mr) ==U 1 r-'1 =::O(mod f-'1~ 
2 2P · (p-1)m 

quently in each of these three cases one has VM::!.Vm' (mod Pr). 
using (7) the relation vM=a (mod pr) leads to vm, =a (mod pr) and 

rsely. 

In the case (- b) = -1 however one has p 

1 r-1 ( 1 ) 1 ( M m r ) 
(-b)2 P P- = -1 (mod pr), hence (-b)2 - •-1 (mod pr). 

the relation (3) yields 

>_) 6) ( r) = 1 one has u == 0 mod p , 
, pr-1(p- 1 ) 

using the relation u 2n=unvn one obtains 

;ince m =½(M-m 1 )/½Pr-1 (p-1) is odd finally 
1e case (~) = -1 one finds in entirely the 

~m') ~ 0 (mod pr). The case (D)=O does not 
· 2 2 p = a +4b leads to -b ="'·(½a) (mod p), hence 

u =E O (mod pr), 
½Pr-1 ( p-1) 

v 1 =- 0 ( mod pr) 
½Pr- (p-1) r 

v½(M-m') e: 0 (mod p ) . 
same way 

occur here since 
(- b) = 1. 

Consequently in all possible 

~ ( 8) the relation vM =:=.: a (mod 
~rsely. 

p r 
cases one has vM ':Ev , (mod p ) hence 

r . m r 
p ) J.eads to vm 1 =-a (mod p ) and 

This proves the following 
r1 rs 

:--em. A necessary and sufficient conditjon for M=p1 ••• ps (where 
•• ,p 8 are different primes) to be a second order almost-prime of 
Bis 

( er= 1, ... , s) . 

~rticular a product M=pq of two different prime factors is second 
~ almost-prime of the kind B if and only if 

vp=a (mod q), vq ~a (mod p) . 

...._ __________ _ 

.J.A. Duparc; Loe.cit. theorem 33. 
.. J .A. Duparc, Loe .cit. thAorem 3''. JR . 



~ccond order almost-primes of the kind C. 

~et M = prm = pm' (p{ m) satisfy 

UM = (~) (mod M). 

J:f (~) = +1 then 7 ) ~h =uk (mod pr) if pr•- 1 (p-1) \ h-k. ~ence UM:"um 1 (mod pr 

;t nd one finds u ,s (~) (mod pr). Conversely the last relation leads to 
- D rm m 

_;tM =(M) (mod p ) • 

::Cf (D) = -1 then 

'.;:3 nd ~oreover 8) 

finds pr/ uM+u 1 • 

in the case (-b) = +1 one 
r \ P\ 

I r-1 ( ) 
has (-bj'P P-1 _='-1 (mod pr) 

p l u½Pr(p+"l)b u½(M+m 1 )· 
Consequently using (6) one 

. m In the case (-=-) = -1 one p 
has 

(-b)½Pr(P-1 ) E -1 (mod pr) and moreover S) prlu 
\ pr(p+1)' 

prtu , hencepr\v lv1( r) and (6) yieldspr\uM+um,· 
, ½Pr ( P +1 ) ½Pr ( P +'1 ) ! 2 M +m 

J:n either case one has uM ,=: --um 1 (mod pr) and uM ~(~) (mod pr) leads to 

Ll :::r(g,_) (mod pr) and conversely. 

m mFinally if (Q) = O one has 9 ) p\u, hence 7) pr\u luM and the 
D p p r 

relation uM=(M) (mod pr) is satisfied automatically Psince both mem-

bers of this congruence are ;·=- O (mod pr). 

Resuming one finds the following 
r r n 

Theorem. An integer M = p,,, 1 ... P,, ,::1 ( p,,,, ... , p 0 different primes) satis-
1 .~ • I D ;:, 

fies for a sequence (1) the relc:1tion uM:=:--:=:-(M) (mod M) if and only if 

D r,,- M 
UM.-:r ~ (M,) (mod p(\"" ) , M.,-= P,r , P,:r+ D ( er =1, ..• , s). 

Application. An integer M = pa (where p and q are different primes not 

dividing D) is a second order almost-prime of the kind C if and only if 

(9) 

Remark. 

For all odd primes p dividing D the integer M=pr (r=1,2, ..• ) s0tisfi~s 

Pr\UM' hence 
u :.::::: (!2.) (mod M) 

M -· M ' 

so all these integers are second order almost-primes of the kind C. 

Section 2. In this section integers will be investigated which sath1fy 

A,B or C for one of the most simple recurring sequences of the second 

order, viz. the sequence of Fibonacci: 

----------.----7l H.J.A. Duparc, lac.cit. theorem 33. 
8 H.J.A. Duparc, lac.cit. theorem 33 and 38. 
9 H.J.A. Duparc, lac.cit. theorem 36, 

( n=O, 1, .•• ) . 
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Here almost primes M of the type A satisfy M/u 5 , those of the type 

B satisfy M j vM-1 and those of the type C satist4.i(M) MjuM-(~). 

It will now be proved that there are infinitely many almost-primeH 

of the type A. For the proof use will be made of the following 

Lemma~ If 2~ M, 3+' M, sf M, M \UM-(~), then N=u2M 

relations, i.e. 2,t N, 3,rN., 5f N and N ju 5 . 

sat isf ie s the same 

N-(N) 

Proof. One has 2+N, since 2!N=u2M would lead to 

3-}M. 

3 \ 2M, contrary to 

Onie has 

2f M. 
further since 3 (N=u2M would lead to 4/ 2M, contrary to 

Finally 

5.,.t· M. 

one has 5fN, ,:iince s)N=u2M would lead to sj2M, contrary to 

Further if c denotes the smallest positive integer with Mjuc and 

O=C(N) the
1
:malle3 pgsitive integer with MJuc) M/u0+1-1, then it has 

been proved)that V= c is an integer, which is equal to 1,2 or 4. The 

value v=4 only occurs if c is odd. Now by assumption one has c!M-(~), 

hence c\2(M-(~)) in the cases V=1 or 2. In the case v=4 the integer c 

is odd, hence c!½(M-(i)) and also then c/2(M-(~)). Consequently 11 ) 

u2rvr- u2( 5 )=(~) (mod M), hence M}u2M-(-~) = N--(~). Since both N and Mare 

odd one ~as also 2M)N-(~), hence N-u2M)uN-(il" Finally (~) - (il- In 

fact if(~) =1, then M::,±1 (mod 10}, ~~c:-:.ce 2M=E,;.±_2 (mod 20) and N=u2M::U±7.= 

= .±,1 (mod 5),thus (~)=1. If however ~:~:c-=-1 then Ms:+3 (mod 10), hence 
2M::::_±6 (mod 20) and N=u2Ms u+6--8:-::3 (noJ 5), hence (~)=-1. This proofr; 

Niu 5 . 
N-(N) 

Now using the lemma one obta inr3 
the type A once one such number IV::=-cM 

0 
found. In fact one has only to take 

infinitely many almost primes 

•with (rI,30)=1 and Mj u 5 is 
M-( M) 

Now for M0 one may take any prime l~,3,5., for instance M=7; then u14 is 

almost-prime in the sense A. Here it has to be remarked that u2k=ukvk is 
certainly composite. 

10) H.J.A. Duparc, C.G. Lekkerkerker, W. PerPm~ns, Reduced sequences of 
integers and pseudo random nun.c'.-. · .,.,_:JJp,:,ct ZW 1953-002., Mathem.Cen
trum; theorem 11. 

11) H.J.A. Duparc, C.G. Lekkerkerker, w. Peremans, Loe.cit., theorem 2, 
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Also one. obtains infinitely many numbers of the desired kind from 

the sequence u2p, where p runs through all infinitely many primes ~ 7, 

Remark. There appears to be the following connection between prime pairs 

and the almost primes considered here. If p=17 (mod 20) and q=p+2 are 

both prime, then M:=:pq is an almost prime of the kind A. 

In fact since -(2)=(2)=1 one has p)u +1=u 5 and qjuq_ 1=up+1= 

=U 5 • 
p-(-) p 

p q p q-(-) 
q 

The almost-primes of the type B were defined by M vM-1. A table of 

all such numbers which are < 555200 is given at the end of this paper. 

It will now be proved that there are also infinitely many almost

primes of the type B. Here the following lemma will be proved: 

Lemma. If 2-fM, 3{-M, M jvM-1, chen N=vM satisfies the same relations. 

Proof. The relation 2\N=vM would lead to 3)M, contrary to 3f M. The 

relation 3) N=vM would lead to 4)M-2, contrary to 2f M. 

If N-=1 (mod 4)., then 4MlvM-1, hence 2M)½(N-1) and using (3) 

M = vM \ u2M\u½(N-1)) 5u½(N-1) u½(N+1) = vN-1 ' 

If N=-3 (mod 4), then ½(N-1) is odd. Since M\½(N-1) one finds again 
using (3) 

From this lemma it appears that any number of the sequence defined 
by 

(h=0,1, ... ) 

ir', a number of the der:,ired type, nnce j_t is now that M0 is so. Here for 

M0 one may take for instance M =4181=37.113, which number satisfies 
I 0 

M0 vM
0
-1, as may be easily verified by making use of the second theorem 

of section 2. 

Finally the almost-primes of the type Care considered. The':le 

composite integers sa tirsfy M\ UM•· ( ~) . Of course it will be proved that 

there exist also infinitely many µseudo-primes of this typ2 and also 

here a lemma will be used. 

Lemma. If M~1 (120) and M'uM-(~), then these relations hold also for 

N=UM. 
Proof. One has c(B)=12, hence N=uMeu1=1 (mod 8) .Also C(3)=8, hence 

N=uMi: u1 (mod 3). Finally C(5)=20, hence N=uM=-=:u1=1 (mod 5). ConsequEmt

ly N;s1 (mod 120) and (~)=(~)=1. Since both N and Mare odd the relation 

MjuM•-(~) = N-1 leads to Ml½(N-1). Then u3ing (6) one finds 
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From this lemma :i.t follows immediately that any element of the 
sequence defined by 

(h=0,1, ... ) 

is a number of the desired type provided M0 is so. For M0 one can take 

for instance 13201 = 43.307. 

Section 3. Second order Carmichael numbers. 

A second order Carmichael number of the type A is a composite 

number M which satiofies M\uM-(D) for all recurring sequences (1) with 
(M,b)=1. It will be shown howev~r that such numbers do not exist. 

Let M=prm with p~m be a second order Carmichael number of the 
type A. Now first take a recurring sequence (1) with characteristic 
polynomial f(x)=(x-1)(x-•g), where g is a primitive root mod pr. Then 
, gn-1 rl r-1( )I .for u =:::-.;,-one hasp u if and only if p p-1 n. Consequently 

n g- 1 n 1 D 
the first theorem of section 1 gives pr-1 (p .. "J) \ pr- m-( r-i ), hence 
r=1. Further consider a recurring sequence for which thij chW'racterist:!.c 

polynomial f(x) = x2-ax-b is a mod p irreducible divisor of the cyclo-
tomic polynomial of degree p2-1. Then one has pju if and only if p+1\n. 

In fact p+1\n leads obviously to 12 ) p)up+1lun. C~nversely if p/un' with 
p+1 ... fn 1 , then an integer h exists ouch that pluh with O<h<p+1. Hencu 
using (2) xh2 buh_1 (modd f(x)p) and xh(p- 1 )=1 (modd f(x),p) where 

O<h(p-1)<p -1, contrary to the construction of f(x). Then the 

immediate consequence PIM!um-(J)) of'thc nssumption on M lC;Jds to 

I D m . 2 
p+1 m-(~). Now consider another sucB sequence with polynomial x -ax-b1 
where b1 = b (mod p). Hence p+1 I m-(;). If one choosec:, b1 such that 

b1 = b (~od q) for ~very divisor q of m apart from one divisor q1 and 
that (8 +4b) = -(a +4b1 )., then (D)= -(~). Tl1is leads to the contra-q q m m 
diction p+1)m+1 and ·0+1\m-1. 

Now first second order Carmichael numbers of the type C will be 

considered, 1.e. composite numbers M satisfying uM=-(~) (mod M) for all 
recurring sequences (1) with (M,b)=1. It will be proved that these 
numbers do not exist neither. 

Suppose M=prm with p,r m is a second order Carmichael number of the 

type C. Now first take a recurring sequence (1) with charactertistic 
polynomial f(x)=(x-1)(x-g) where g is a primitive root mod pr. Then for 
u = gn-11 one has pr\u if and only if pr-\p-1) In. Consequently the n g- n 

12) H.J.A. Duparc, Loe.cit. theorem 36. 



r 
( p m-1 ) 

third theorem of section 1 gives pr\u -1 = g g 1 - 1 and 
prm g-

pr-1 (p-1 )} prm-1 hence r=1 and p-1/m-1. Further a special recurring 

sequence (1), necessary to disprove the existence of the second order 

Carmichaelnumbers of the type C will be constructed. First the follow

:Lng lemma is proved. 

Lemma. For every prime p? 7 there exh,t integers r, s and t such that 

t=r+s and (.E'..)=(l:'..)=(!)=1. -p p p 

Proof. Leth be an arbitrary odd quadrat;c residu 11 of p. Such an 
integerhexi'.:,t~, since p,?.7. Take s=(h;1), t=(h2+1), then r=t-s=h and 

(_ 

slso sand tare quadratic residues mod p with t=r+s. 

Now the s cial recurring sequence (1) necessary to disprove the 

existence of the second order Carmichael numbers of the type C will be 

onstructed. If r,s and t denote the above found integersJ first take 

::i 2 =,-t (mod p), br ::=:- Js (mod p). Then for D1 ==a 2+J+b' one haG 

i)' ~ t-s == r (mod p); hence (-b) = (D') == 1. Now take b'Eb (mod p) such 
0 p p 

that D = aL+4b is a non-residu mod m. (This can be obtained by the 

Chinese: r-c:maindcr theorc:.::m; for" bone has to ~iatisfy b=.b 1 (mod p) and 

b=J (c1-a 2 )(mod m)., where cJ .U:3 o fixecJ integer with (*)=-1). Then one 

has (2)=(Dr )=-1 and (Q)=-1. Consequently for this sequence one has 
p p m 

using (6) 
u .. ·1 = 
m 

·½(m-1) 
(m-1) v}(m+1) - ( 4-(-b)- ), 

hence u -1=-=.u 1··( 1 ) v 1 ( ,1) (mod p) on a count of (-b)=-1 and p-1\m-1, m 'i m- 2 m+ · P 

Moreover one ~a:::-o 13) pju}(p- 1 ), hc:ncc, pru½(m- 1 ), thus p\um-1 and 
pt um-(~). This di roves the cxisten e of the second order Carmichael 
numberr:; of the kine] C and only tho::,e of' the kind B may exist. 

Finally an attempt will be made to constru t second order Car

michael numbers of the type B 1 1.c. numbers M satisfying 

vM= a (mod M) 

for all recurring sequences (1) with (M,b)=1. 

First consider a sequence with f(x)=(x-1)(x-g) where (g,M)=1. 

Then one has v =qn+1 hence n ,::,, , 

CJ = 

a n d M j v M-a 1 f a n d on 1 y 1 f M} g M- 1 - 1 for a 11 int rod u c e d g , i.e. for a 11 g 

with (M,g)=1, Consequently M i::1 certainly an ordinary Carmichael number., 
hence Mis odd, quadratfrei and a product of at least three different 

prime factors. Moreover by taking for g a primitive root mod pone 
findr, p-1 / M-1. · F'or M=pm 1 where p is one of the prime factors of M and 

13) H.J.A. Duparc, Loe.cit. theorem 38. 



// 
p--1/m-1 further conditions are derived now. 

Q. Pi rs t consider the case ~=~ io odd. In this case consider., as befor,:;, 

a Sl:quonce for which p/ u if and only if p+1 { n. Then (-b )=-1 since other-
14) n -1-( 1) P 

wis~ 1 already p/ul(p+1 ). Hence (-b) 2 P- a -1 (mod p), consequently 

(-b) 2 (m:•·'1)=-1 (mod~). Then (3) yields vm-a =.V½(m-'1) v½(m+1 )(mod p) and 

p)vm-a is equivalent to p}v1( ~) V1( +~)· Again using the fact that the 
sa tisfi~i ·2 m- 1 ·2 m 1 

considered sequenc~rp u if and only if p+1(n one finds using u =U v ·· · n .m n n 

~10) either p+1\m-1, p+1-f½(m-1) or p+1\m+1, p+1f½(m+1). 

Again two cases are distinguished. If p;.;.1 (mod 4), then 4/p-1}m-1, 

Hence p+1/m-1, p+1tJ(m-1) is exclud<::~d on account of p+1=2 (mod 4). 
Consequently the f:',econd relation (10) holds i.e. p+1,m+1, p+1 \ ½(m+1), 

hence~:~ is an odd intc:)ger. In the case P=3 (mod 4) one has 4f p-1, 

hence 4~· m-1 and m = 3 (mod 4). Now p+1 \ m-1 is again excluded since 

4)p+1, 4{m-1. Then (10) yields again p+1jm+1, p+1{½(m+1), and again 
m+1 
p+'1 appears to be an odd int0ger, 

b m-1 . In the 3econd case to be considered the inte~er --1 is even, hence 

4\m-1. Since here p-1,r½(m-1) one has (--b)½(m-'1)=1p(mod p) and (3) 

yields p]u½(m+'1) u½(m- 1 ). Again considering the above used sequence for 

which p \ un if and only if p+1 ! n one finds either p+1 \ ½ (m+1) or 

p+1/½(m-1). Now 4)m-1, huncc ½(m+1) is odd and p+1j½(m+1) excluded. 

Consequently p+1j½(m-1). 

Re~,uming the re,::;ul ts a 13econd order Carmichael number M of the 

type Bis certainly an ordinary Carmichael number and further if p\M, 
m-1 m+1 m-1 m-1 M=pm, either both :::-;:rand --;:,r are odd inte2;ers or both --1 and :::::-;-:;r+ are ., P ·• I p+ I p- Pi" I 

ev0n. 

It will now be prov8d that also th8 reversed property holds. Let 

M be 8 Carmichael number. Consider a prime factor p of Mand put M=pm, 
m-1 m+1 First suppose that both--~ and-+~ are odd integers. Then for all 

b p- 1 P I J.. ( 1) 14) 
recurring sequences with (-=-)=1 on12 has (-b) 2 p- = 1 (mod p) and 

if p~?D one has eithc~r pju½~p+'1) or p)u½(p-'1)" Hence (~-b)½(m- 1 )===-.1 (mod p 

anc] moreover either p\u.l(m+1 ) or p\uL(m-'1)' Then (3) yields p)vm-a. In 

the case plD one: has obtiously p\D u~( +1 ) ul( ~\, hence v ==.a (mod p). 
b I 2 m 2 m- 1 1 .1. ( 1 ) m 

For all sequences with (-i5-)=-1 however one has (-b) 2 p- a -1 (mod p) 

and, as remarked in section f' here p),D,Tu~i<) either p)v½(p+'1) or 

p\v½(p-'1)' consequently (-b)~(m-'1)= -1 (mod p) and moreover either 

_p\v½(m+1 ) or p\v½(m- 1 ). Then (3) gives again p1vm-a. 

14) H.J.A. Duparc, Loe.cit. theorem 38. 
15) H.J.A. Duparc, Loe.cit. theorem 38. 



· m-1 m-1 
In the case both --:-;:r and D+l" a re even the integer p-1 divides 

J ( m -1·) hen c e ( - b ) ½ ( m -'1 f = 1 (mo~ p ) . Sin c e both p - 1 and p + 1 d iv id e ½ ( m-1 ) 

one hasp) Du ...-i u ,,i)DuL(, ,1) u_l.( +'1) and (3) yields also here p)vm-a. p - 1 p + t 2 ,n - t 2 m 

This completes the proof of the following 

Theorem. An integer M is ,:i :oeconcl order' Carmichael number of the type B 

if and only if for every prim 0: ci i vis or p of M (with M==pm) either both 
m-1 m+1 . m-1 m-1 and -- are odd intc,:rer's or both -- and p+,1 are even integers. p-1 p+1 •v . p-1 I 

Some more properties for the number M can be derived. 
. m-1 m+1 First it has to be rem,JrkecJ that the integers p-'1 and p+1 are both 

~ :i 'f d 1 i"' M-'1 M-'1 th I f' t M-'1 m -'1 m is' oc1ei i an on y ·f ~ and -::pi- c1re bo· even. n ·ac -::i- - p-'1 == . 
. M-1 Pm+,1 p p 

odd and soi· + 1 
0 p+'1 p? = m. 

rn 1 rr 1 i·r M-1· M+1 Similarly 7 and 7 a re both even if Dnd only p-'1 and p+'1 a re 
p- p~ M+1 m-1 . 

both odd. Herc the rc;lation p+,1 + p+'1 = m is usE:d. 

Further it will be shown that M contains at least 4 different prim~ 

factors. 

In fact consider the 1 rge8t prime factor p of M. If for pone is 

th f . , . . f' i~ tl m-1 d m+'1 dd th m-1 m+1 
Ln,... e .irs-c; case 1 .• e. i· 00·1 p-'1 an p+'1 are o , en-:-;;- - p+'1 == 

= c~m-p) is evc;n. Since p-1) m-1 one ha fl p < m, hence 2 (2-pf >0 and con--
p -1 ( ) p -'1 

;Jequently 2~m-p >-, 2; hence m,i;_Pi+p-'1. If however~=~ and ~~~ are both 

1:iven thc:n 02 =~ )m-~ hen c r?:s. m. In either ca t3e f'rom p2< m one deduces 

that m must have more them two cHffcrent prime factors, which proves 

the assertion. 

2Mor\·c;~ve1~ one haD 3fMJ fur abov;, it was found that either p 2-:\m2 -1 

or p·-1 Mc-1, Taking p/3 one h,rn jlp(<--i, hence in the first case 37m, 

thw3 jfM, where2s in the 1~0cuncl caf:c tllr.: relation 3 f M follows immed te-

ly. Finally in the fir•;Jt ca~:,e (where both;=~ and;:~ are odd) one 

finc1s after a little cLLicu:0::sion m=:;p (moc1 24), hence M=spmap 2~1 (mod 24), 

In the second CE\ :3e ·by the above r'ema rk both ~=~ and ~:~ a re odd, hence 

M::::~P (mod 24) cHld m:::::: 1 (mod 2Lf). 

If M¥: 1 (mod 24) the:: number of' prime factors of M is odd. In fact 

putting M=p 1 ... p 8 for every prime factor of Mone is in the second case 

(since in the first case it was found that 24)M-1). Hence 

Ma p ,:y ( mod 24) (if== 1 , ... , s) 

nnd after multiplication of these relations 

M8 ~ M~1 (mod 24). 

Hence 2 .. ,Ys. 

As a consequence of this fact it appears that in the case M~1 

(mod 24) the number M must have at least 5 different prime factors. 



I'} 
Up till now the author has not bc0n able to prove or to disprove 

the existence of second order Carmichael numbers of the kind B. Since 

ovcry such number is certainly an ordinary Carmichael number all Car

michael numberis < -108 a re investigated 16 ) but none of them appeared 

to be a second order CaPmichael number. So there are no second order 
Carmichael numbers < 108 ~ 

Table of all almost primes <555200\ of the type B with respect 
to the sequence of Fibonacci. 
The Poulet numbers occurring in this table are indicated by P 
apart from the Carmichael numbers, which are denoted by C. 

705 = 3.5.47 162133 = 73.2221 
1605 = 5.7.107 '163081 = '17.53.181 
2465 = 5.17.29 C, 186961 = 31,37,163 
2737 = 7 .17. ~3 194833 = 29 .43, 197 
4181 = 37.113 197209 = 199,991 
5777 = 53.109 209665 = 5,19.2207 
6721 = 11.13.47 217257 = 3,139,521 

10877 = 73,149 219781 = 271.811 p 
13201 = 43,307 228241 = 13 ,97 .181 p 
15251 = 101.151 229445 = 5,109.421 
24465 = 3,5,7.233 231703 = 263,881 
34561 = 17.19.107 252601 = 41.61.101 C 
35785 = 5.17.421 254321 = 263,967 
51841 = 47.1103 257761 = 7,23.1601 
54705 = 3,5,7,521 268801 ,- 13.23.29,31 
64079 = 139,461 272611 = 131.2081 
64681 = 71.9'11 302101 = 317,953 
67251 = 131,521 303101 = 101.3001 
67861 = 79,859 323301 = 3.11.97.101 
75077 = 193,389 330929 = 149.2221 
90061 == 113,797 399001 = 31.61.211 C 
96049 = 139,691 430127 = 463.929 
97921 :::: 181.541 433621 -- 199.2179 

100065 :::: 3.5.7.953 447145 = 5,37,2417 
100127 = 223. 41~9 455961 = 3,11.41.337 
105281 = 11.17,563 490841 = 13.17,2221 
113573 = 137,829 497761 = 1'1.37,1223 
118441 = 83,1427 512461 == 31.61.271 C 
146611 = 271.541 520801 = 241.2161 
'161027 = 283,569 
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